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Penguin Book Ban 
Reconsidered
‘Aw, Let the Poor Birds Read
If They Want,’ Zookeeper Pleads

We haven’t done this one for a couple of years now.
But we’ve heard a rumor lately that some
Americans out there do not look at every story in

The Washington Post every day! Can’t have that. This week:
Take any headline, verbatim, appearing anywhere in
The Post or on washingtonpost.com from March 15
through 24 and reinterpret it by adding a “bank
head,” or subtitle (like the joke bank head offered
under the actual Post headline above). Please include
the date and page number of the headline you’re citing from
the paper; for Web articles, give the date and copy a
sentence or two of the story (or, better, just copy the whole
URL) . You don’t have to use the entire length of the headline,
but don’t skip words or use snippets that distort the meaning
of the original. Headlines in ads and subheads within an
article can be used, too; photo captions cannot.

Winner gets the Inker, the official Style Invitational trophy.
Second place receives a ballpoint pen that, on the push of a
button, emits a fluorescent-looking light and the most
earsplitting version of “The Star-Spangled Banner” this side of
Roseanne (it does not grab its crotch, however). Donated by
Loser Russell Beland.

Other runners-up win their choice of a coveted Style Invitational Loser T-shirt
or yearned-for Loser Mug. Honorable Mentions get one of the lusted-after Style
Invitational Magnets. One prize per entrant per week. Send your entries by
e-mail to losers@washpost.com or by fax to 202-334-4312. Deadline is
Monday, March 24. Put “Week 756” in the subject line of your e-mail, or it
risks being ignored as spam. Include your name, postal address and phone
number with your entry. Contests are judged on the basis of humor and
originality. All entries become the property of The Washington Post. Entries
may be edited for taste or content. Results will be published April 12. No
purchase required for entry. Employees of The Washington Post, and their
immediate relatives, are not eligible for prizes. Pseudonymous entries will be
disqualified. The revised title for next week’s results and this week’s Honorable
Mentions name are by Kevin Dopart of Washington.

REPORT FROM WEEK 750
the Invitational’s fourth photo humor contest, in which we supplied five captions and you were invited
to submit your own pictures to match them. We can conclude from this exercise that most people think
that our own children and pets — especially if we put a hat on them — are a heck of a lot funnier than
other people think they are. Cute, yes. Soooo cute. Funny, only kind of. THE WINNER 

OF THE INKER
I should have just stayed in
bed today. (Jeff Brechlin,
Eagan, Minn., with help from
Botticelli, c. 1482; Titian, c.
1548; and Goya, c. 1800)

STILL DEVELOPING: HONORABLE MENTIONS

THIS WEEK’S CONTEST

Week 756: Mess 
With Our Heads

I should have just stayed in bed
today. (Bob Garas, Clermont, Fla. This
photo is not a digital composite; Bob, a
professional photographer and a First
Offender, says he put the frog on the
acorn in front of a piece of white paper
and shot the picture as the frog started
to slip off.)

Washington, D.C.: Sister City of Xplf, Planet
Zornog (Kevin Dopart, Washington. The disk is in
the Hirshhorn Sculpture Garden, near the Capitol.)

Washington, D.C.: Sister City of Xplf, Planet Zornog (Shirl Walley,
Alexandria, a First Offender)

This is why it is important to read the directions on the
package. (Andy Bassett, New Plymouth, New Zealand)

Seventy-
eight

percent of
Americans

consider
their pet

“an equal
member of

the family.”
(CeCe

Williams,
West Fargo,
N.D., a First

Offender)

Washington, D.C.: Sister City of Xplf, Planet Zornog (Bill Emory, Charlottesville, a First Offender. This is
the laser show put on during the 1976 Bicentennial festival on the Mall.)

Chris has never
been quite like

the other
kids. (Kevin

Dopart)

Chris (far right) has never been quite like the other kids. (Sally
Guardia, Rockville, a First Offender)

3 This is why it is important to read the
directions on the package. (Jeff Brechlin)

Seventy-eight percent of Americans consider their
pet “an equal member of the family.” (Maxine Taylor,
Falls Church, a First Offender. We swore we would not use
pictures of pets in costumes, but this did hit awfully well
on the “family” theme. Plus, man, what a dog.)

Next Week: Hot Off the Riddle, or Ask-It Cases

2 Seventy-eight
percent of

Americans
consider their pet
“an equal member
of the family.”
(Matthew Davis,
Kitakami, Japan, an
Invitational First
Offender)
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